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I. INTRODUCTION 

EARCH ENGINE is a Software which is designed to 

search and display Results by Fetching the Matching 

contents from Web Documents. Search Engine display results 

in a Line by Line format which is Known as Search Engine 

Results Page(SERPs).Search Engine Display page Consist of 

all Matching contents of Search Keyword or Query which can 

show a combine Results such as Images ,News ,text document 

or files. Search engines fetch data and contents from various 

database and web directories, it also monitors real time 

information by running algorithm in a web crawler.  

 SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION is a technique used to 

target the exact users from internet by submitting website in 

Web Directories in an Ethical Manner to achieve a Higher 

Ranking and Listing in Search Engines. The Higher the 

Ranking the more users will be received and attracted to the 

Website. 

 

 

II.  History of Search Engine and SEO 
 

1) History of Search Engine 

 

The first ever search engine was created in 1990 named 

Archie; it was created by Alan Emtage a student at McGill 

University in Montreal. The name was Archive shortened to 

Archie. 

Archie was simply used as Query Match and Show Result 

Technique, where it search users Query and search the Query 

over all documents, databases and Files and Display Result. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure 1: Archie Search Engine 

 
 

Figure 2: Different Types of Search Engines 

 

Further, In 1994 Yahoo was founded by Jerry Yang and David 

Filo .Yahoo’s one of the biggest contribution was having 

directory service. Yahoo started itself having directory of web 

pages instead of using Web Crawler. 

Later University of Stirling in Scotland by Jonathan Fletcher 

(Father of Modern Search) introduced application of Web 

Crawler in 1993.Jumpstation used web crawlers to create 

searchable index of webpage heading and Titles. Further in 

1994 it was Shutdown as Fletcher was not able to convince the 

university to invest the funds for Resources and later it was 

shutdown when Fletcher left the University in 1994. 

Webcrawler was released soon after the shutdown of the 

Jumpstation which was able to crawl the entire text of every 

indexed Webpage. As a Result of text crawl Application 

technique further many crawler-based all-text search engines 

such as Magellan, Northern Light, Infoseek, HotBot, MSN 

Search, and Inktomi were launched, bought, sold, shuttered, 

and merged. 

As some search engines like super spider, AltaVista, shuts 

down came to shut down,some of better known search engines 
though the years are:- 

1990: Archie—the very first search engine 

1991: Veronica and Jughead 

1992: Vlib 

1993: Excite and World wide web wanderer 

1994: AltaVista, Galaxy, Yahoosearch, Infoseek, Webcrawler, 

Lycos 

1995: Looksmart 

1996: Google, HotBot, Inktomi 

1997: Ask.com 

1998: MSN; dmoz 
1999: Alltheweb 

2005: Snap 

2006: Microsoft Livesearch 
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2008: Cuil 

2009: Microsoft Bing 

 

 

2) History of SEO 

 

In August 6, 1991, Tim Berners-Lee from Swiss Alps Labs 
was the first to launch world’s first website 

(http://info.cern.ch/hypertext/WWW/TheProject.html) which is 

still live today. Soon over the years to come more and more 

websites were emerged and flooded the Internet. As early 

webmasters were required to submit their link and engines 

would display directly the list of links which match the 

Category it fits. 

 
Figure 2: Different Types of Search Engines 

 

As, these early search engine were hard to use as it was not 

easy to find the relevant website from bulk of link viewed. To 

overcome this Larry Page (entrepreneur who co-founded 

Google Inc. with Sergey Brin in 1998) invented the Page Rank 

Algorithm which is Google's Best known Algorithm. By the 

PageRank Algorithm Webmasters and Web Users were able to 

check a Website's PageRank(Algorithm calculated Rank) and 

were able to check and work increasing up their Ranks. But in 
2009, google removed PageRank from their Webmasters Tool 

Section "We've been telling people for a long time that they 

shouldn't focus on PageRank so much. Many site owners seem 

to think it's the most important metric for them to track, which 

is simply not true." 

 

 

III. TYPES OF SEARCH ENGINE 

OPTIMIZATION (SEO) 

SEO ARE OF THREE TYPES: WHITE HAT SEO, 

BLACK HAT SEO AND GRAY HAT SEO. 

 

1. White Hat SEO 

White Hat SEO is a type in which a website is designed 

using proper design techniques which is Recognizable by 

Search Engine. White Hat SEO is used by the webmasters who 

need their websites for long duration. White Hat SEO is 

achieved by organic Ways i.e. Optimization is done without 

fooling website user. 

White Hat SEO technique is used for good quality of Web 

Pages. It ensures less tag error, by following proper html/php 

or designed language grammar/rules. White Hat websites 

contain Relevant and Unique content, as Search Engines give 

prior rank to Unique Contents. 

 

2. Black Hat SEO 

Black hat SEO is very opposite to White Hat SEO. Black 

Hat SEO is normally done without knowing users/visitors 

proper requirements. Usually this technique does not follow 

the search engine principles and rules properly. 

 

Black Hat SEO follows the following things such as: 

 

1. Providing the result and relevant page at time of 

ranking and serving or redirecting to different 

page to user at a time of display. This type of 

process is known as cloaking. 

2. Create a Robot to auto generate web pages, which 

result to rank to search engine but unusual 

contents. 

3. Creating a Clone copy of some other website by 

just duplicating the exact keyword in meta-tags, 

fake backlinks, and using Fake Title to web 

pages. 

4. Using unrelated keywords up to 3-4 % in content 

which is a wrong technique called as Keyword 

stuffing. 

5. Poor Quality of webpage is used with good 

quality of keywords known as doorways and 

gateway pages. 

 

3. Gray Hat SEO 

Gray Hat SEO lies between White Hat SEO and Black Hat 

SEO, as the name itself defines it. Grey Hat SEO is a regular 

usage for technical official method which increases the site 

ranking, but they are not reliable as continuous usage of Grey 

Hat SEO can list the website to Black Hat SEO user which will 

later lead to lower the Rank from Search Engine. According to 

Law, this technique is legal for today but in future it may be 

illegal by change of Rules, which can even Penalized and 

Punishable for consisting this act. 

 

Grey Hat SEO follows the following things such as: 

1. SEO Squatting 

Purchasing Expired Domains which are relevant to 

the same website and then adding up some web pages 

of content with few placed back links to revert to your 

site. But it should be made sure that the new web 

pages created should match the exact content of early 

hosted web site. 

2. Comment Box and Fake Comments 

Adding comment box in web site and using it for fake 

comments and also inviting anyone to comment box 

to comment. But it will have less effect to content 

because soon or later reality is commented by the real 

visitor of the website. 

3. Link Spam 

Some People also spam by posting the link on other 

blogs. The same thing is also done in registering the 

forum sites which can have a rank change till the 

admin allow them to Spam. 

4. Formulate News 

Fake News is formulated to some Social Sites which 

generate some initial traffic to website. 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 
 

There are two techniques of SEO: On-Page Optimization 

Techniques and Off-Page Optimization Techniques 

 

1. On-Page Optimization Techniques 
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i. Keyword 

Keywords are the words which are to be matched by user query and 

words in web page. Keywords Play very important role in SEO. 

Without the Keywords a Web Page can never be ranked in Search 

Engine. 

For a good Search Engine Optimization one should understand the 

proper keywords. 

 

For Example:-Searching a Query ―buy mobile‖ google. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Using ―buy mobile‖ as Query [Source: Google India] 

 

Searching query ―buy mobile‖ in google(search engine) 

,Google will search this query to act as key word for web pages 

and show the results as per rank of the web page. 

 

 
Figure 4: Results matching keyword ―buy mobile‖ [Source: Google India] 

 

 

ii. Title tag Optimization 

Title tag should contain keyword that will user will search using 

search engine. Title should also match with the content published on 

web page. Without proper title tag, search engine will not rank web 

page in listings. Every web page should have unique title which will 

be matching to keyword that user will be using to search via search 

engine. Title should also not be too much long, it is better to keep 55-

60 characters of title tag. 

 

For Example:- Searching ―how to make tea‖ in search bar of Google 

 
Figure 5: Search Phrase ―how to make tea‖ [Source: Google India] 

 

 

Figure 6: Results displayed by Google matching the phrase 

 

 

iii. Heading Tag Optimization 
Heading tag optimization is very important when there is more text 

content in comparison to normal content. While writing an article/post 
all paragraph and section should be enclosed with html header tags. 
Search Engine determines the contents based on this header section, 
so the value of user content does not become low. 

Search basically considers h1 tag as title of document. Keyword in 
tag is more important. Keywords used in headings are also known as 
Keyword Rich Heading. For a better optimization a web page should 
not use multiple h1 tags. 
So the articles should use proper heading tags as per the priorities 
such as h1 for heading, h2 for sub-heading and tags up to h6. 
 
For Example:- <h1>How to Make tea </h1> 

Content.... 
<h2>Indian Tea</h2> 
Content... 
 

 

iv. Meta Tags 
Meta tags are the text data which describes about the website and it 

is not visible to the visitors. Meta tags are only visible to search 
engine. These tags are used in head section of web pages. Meta tags 

help to describe the web page in textual manner which is understood 
to search engine. Meta-tag of a web page can be checked by using 
"Source Code" viewer in browsers. 
 
Types of Meta Tags 

1. Meta Keywords 
They are search related keywords. A web site should use proper 

Meta keywords which are most commonly used in search console of 

search engines. There are many keywords research tool in web such as 
Google AdWords which suggest appropriate keywords for a website. 
In 2009 Google devalued Meta keywords, however it remain still 
unclear that if keywords were from Google's algorithm entirely. 
 
For Example: - <meta name="keywords" content="text"> 
 

2. Meta Description. 

Meta Description Tag is a 160 Character snippet tag in html that 
describes the web page and content. It is very important aspect in on-
page SEO while Optimizing. The description used in meta-description 
is displayed on search result page of Search Engine which helps both 
visitor as well as search engine. 
 
For Example: - <meta name="description " content="text"> 

 
Figure 7: facebook meta description highlighted [Source: Google India] 

 

3. Meta Robots 
Meta Robots are very important tag when you want to control crawl of 
Search Engine and letting search engine know which page to crawl 
and which to not. 
Attributes of Meta Robots: 
 

index/noindex- It tells the search engine that whether it should crawl 
the page and save to directory or not. 
 
follow/nofollow-It tells whether the search engine should continue to 
follow link or not. 
 
 

v. Building Internal Links 

Building Internal Links are also also another important aspect in 
SEO which help in proper linking of pages and interlink each of the 
pages.It is important that broken links should be avoided which will 
lower the Rank. Each of the Keywords should contain itself a link to 
reflect to another web page consisting Relevant content. 

 
Sample :<a href="http://www.example.com/" title="Relevant 
Keyword">Relevant Keyword</a> 
 

Figure 8: Internal Links [Source: Wiki] 

 

vi. URL Structure 

 
Every URL of page should use Search Engine Friendly Keywords. 

Using Keywords in URL help search engine to fetch the website. It is 
important that keywords to be included in URLs which give more 
weight to the website. URLs that are friendly for the Search Engines 
give more visitors to the website. 
 
Note:- 

Avoid Complex URLs. 
Such as: - http://www.example.com/cid=1234 (Avoid Bad URL) 

http://www.example.com/search.html?cid=1234&All=Comp 

(Avoid Long URL) 

http://www.example.com/cid=1234
http://www.example.com/search.html?cid=1234&All=Comp
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Figure 9: Good URLs (Google Result for ―buy domain‖) 

 

vii. Keyword Density 

Publishing Unique Relevant, Unique and Proper content in website 

will help search engine to rank web page in higher position. It helps 

search engine to know about the content what it is all about related to. 

It is important to use relevant keywords in between the contents. If 

content is not relevant and improper then search engine will rank 0.It 

is recommended that a content should have more than 300 words and 

it is also better to use page break between the contents to make less 

complexity to user and to understand the content. It is also good to 

highlight the keywords using various text arts such as Bold, Italic, 

underline. Keywords should also maintain in proper ratio and it 

should not over exceed. If content is of 500 words so use only 4 to 5 

keywords. 

 

 

viii. Alt attributes in Image tag 
Using Images in between textual content is very impressive to the 

visitors. But it should be kept in mind that proper placing should be 

done in web page. Using image in between the text, search engine 

never understand and is not able to crawl the images, henceforth their 

can be used an "alt" tag in "img" tag where alt tag determines what is 

image is all about. 

Alt tag value should be matched to content and image properly to 

Rank in Search Results. 

 

Example: <img src="http://www.example.com/img.jpg" alt="Relevant Keyword"> 

 

ix. Hyper Link optimization 

 

Hyperlink in website is used for navigation. It is not recommended to 

use JavaScript for navigation as spiders or fetch bots will not 

understand the JavaScript mechanism while fetching the web pages. 

So use of hyperlink in navigation is recommended which make both 

user and crawler to easily navigate throughout the website .Also, 

placing keyword in title attribute will rank higher in search engine 

listings. 

Example:  <a href="#" title="Home"></a>  

    <a href="#" title="Buy Now"></a> 

<a href="#" title="keyword"></a> 

 

2. Off-Page Optimization Techniques 

 

Off-Page Optimization is an off shore and not in design. 

 

Techniques of Off-Page Optimization are:- 

 

 

i. Social Media Engagement 

Social Media has a now a great role to generate good back links. 

To get more traffic to website it is good choice to Link it up 

social Media. Such as creating official facebook page, twitter 

profile. It is recommended that we should keep social profile 

updated. 

The helpful tool in social network is creating Advertisements 

which help to higher the rank of Web Page and Increase in 

visitors. 

 

ii. Using Webmaster Tools 

1. Sitemap Submission 

Sitemap submission helps to submit an xml mapped file of 

web pages to search engine. To submit sitemap we have to 

add our web site in search in engine and verify authority. 

After successful authentication Web master tool allow us to 

link sitemap file, which make a faster Index of web pages in 

directory. 

 For Example:-Google Webmaster Tools 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10: Google Webmasters (Google) 

 

2. Robots, Connectivity and Many more. 

Google webmasters dashboard have many other tools such 

you can check robot file test, dns connectivity test and you 

can also use Google fetch bot to fetch the web page 

instantly and make it index. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11: Google Webmasters Tools (source-Google) 

 

 

iii. Blogging 

Blog also help to rank web site higher. The blog should contain 

unique and relevant content similar to the web site. Contents and 

articles in the blog should be informative to visitors. It is important to 

keep blog up to date which will help to crawl the web site more 
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efficiently. 

 

 

 

V. CONCLUSION 
In this review paper I have presented all the basic and required aspects 

of SEO which will help to clear the basics and also help to generate 

traffic to web site, I have also provided explanation of tools and its 

usage .So, I suggest to implement this technique to achieve targeted 

users from the search engines. 
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